
Dear Dal, 	 8/6/93 
The article is fine. I hope it got a good reception. I've writtenIER4xy, copy 

dRclosed. And as you can see I'm dozing a bit. I suppose from the sleep apnea. I may 
have to kAock off for a bit butt I do not want to rget the pig. The best and clearest 
C. jeMld come from AP/Wide World photos. Dozing again. 1f Altgens4;4 is copyrighted. 
f 

rt ;hey had one price for scholarhip but a higher one for book ase..I've written two other 
letters to help on that, both enclosed. 

While dozing I wondered it the audience down.  there would appreciate an article 
on the Hades Not Camelot chapter of Post Nortem. If yob( think so, feel free to use it. 

It could supply a separate article, too. Different than the one you have ihr  mind 
and for a different publication. 

Wide World/AP, last address of which I know was 30 Rockefeller Center, New York. 
Especially considering tie gutting, I think the piece.tarned out very well. 
Glad you-send me the entire paper. It has a good look, livelier than the papers 

here. And when they pay you, please keep it all. That still, not even counting your time, 
may not return your. actual costs. 

1 In the package, which made good time, there were only the negatives. Lidn t I have - 
, some prints enclosed? If I did I'd like to have them for other uses. 

I never conjecture of the shooting but thekhot to the front of the neck could not 
have struck the earth in the Plaza. It would hh.ve been the street. And it•hyppe6 that 
a witness reported seeing an impact in that area. Virgie Rachley, I think. I go into that 

4 in WW II. I've never been convinced that the military ammo was used and I'mlertain that 
soft ammo caused the or a head wound. If it had been soft on the nonfatal wounds that would 
have show in the X.-rays and it doesn't. 

P 
Tony Summers and his book are both disappointments to me. His Nover book is much 

less than it could have been and the single-source stuff that has little credibility did 
hurt it other than in sales. 

I do not lean to the idea that it was military intelligence but what you say about 
renegd s seems reasonable and I've always considered that to be a possibility. As for the 
military, that is a bit complicated to go into here but you'll see what I can say with 
safety and responsibility in OVER AGAIN! I've put a fair amountnof information together 
on that in it. Some new. 

tack to Summers, he spent days here. So also did two London college professors working 
for him. They copied all the:panted, took much of my time, borrowed my wife's transcribing i 
machine-can you begin to appreciate how stingy he was when he lad them trsnscrive from a 
pocket tape recorder and would not buy a machine - and it took me months and months of 
repeated effort to get that machine back and he did not send me a copy of the book. 

Again thanks, and with love, 


